
Don’t get bitter, bothered or bad-tempered … 

Get brighter, bolder and better! 
 

As you well know, life is all about choices. Sometimes it 

may seem like things that happen are out of your control 

but, trust me when I say … you and I choose exactly what 

we get from life. I’m just as vulnerable to other people’s 

comments and actions as anyone. I can get as sooky and 

victim-minded as anybody when circumstances don’t go 

the way I’d like. The thing I’ve realised and I want to make 

abundantly clear to you is … you get to choose how you 

handle anything that confronts you. You can do as I’ve 

done many times … blame others, pass responsibility and 

have a tantrum. If you do that, you probably already 

know it’s not a sound long-term solution. Alternatively, 

you can try something different. Rather than getting 

bitter, angry and upset … why not decide to get better? 

 

My wife Laura is currently away in Bali, working on her wonderful bag designs, and has been 

there quite regularly over the last 12 months. She goes away for four week blocks, leaving a 

clueless male at home to look after the fur kids and the house. I’m sure you can imagine the 

frenzied effort, the day before she gets home each time, to vacuum, clean, wash clothes and 

tidy the house … which has been largely neglected for the previous four weeks! 

 

The last time she was away, a mutual friend came over to visit. He is a good friend who knows 

me well and so I didn’t think he would be offended if I didn’t get around to tidy up before the 

visit. So, I didn’t … my bad! We had a nice time and I thought nothing more of it. When Laura 

returned home from Bali and walked inside she made a comment about how nice the house 

looked. She then suggested I should keep it just as tidy for when visitors came over! I sheepishly 

asked, ‘what do you mean?’ She explained that our mutual friend had described the state of the 

house to her in their last converstion! I’d been ratted out!!  

 

My initial reaction – not one I’m proud of – was resentment. ‘How dare he tell Laura’. ‘It’s my 

business how I look after the house when she’s away!’ These and some more colourful sooky 

thoughts flooded my mind. I’m happy to tell you that I pretty quickly got over it! This same 

friend came over during this week, just gone … again, while Laura is away. Before the visit, the 

place was in similar condition to the last time he came over. I was very tempted to ring and tell 

him, probably with a hint of sarcasm and spite in my voice, that … if the house is a mess, 

dobbing me in to Laura afterwards is not allowed. I then thought about it and decided to … get 

better not bitter!   

 

If I did tell our friend that I knew about his tattling, it would 

have made him feel guilty and uncomfortable … I didn’t want 

to do that. I thought, instead of getting upset because Laura 

finds out the house is untidy again, I’ll just tidy the house … 

that will fix the problem. So I cleaned! I felt so much better 

than I would if I’d reacted and tried to make our friend feel bad 

for something that was really my responsibility. I got better 

instead of bitter and it made all the difference!  

 



 

You can always be brighter, bolder and better! 
That’s a silly little story that highlights an incredibly powerful and important principle of life … 

when you take control of how you respond, you can control the outcome you get. Take the high 

road, be the bigger person, treat people with respect, aim for self-improvement, take a chance, 

think big and believe in yourself more … you can do that! Whenever there’s a chance to blame 

… choose self responsibility instead. Whenever there’s a chance to take an easier option … 

choose to stretch yourself instead. Whenever the thought of quitting looks tempting … choose 

resilience and self improvement instead. Whenever there’s a chance to feel better at someone 

else’s expense … choose to lift and encourage that person instead. Whenever there’s a chance 

to justify your damaging words or actions … choose to ask for forgiveness instead. 

 

This is a lot easier to write about than it is to actually do. This is an area of my character I have to 

be deliberate about every day. Like anything … through consistent focus and conscious 

awareness it can become a very powerful personal strength. As you’re reflecting on, possibly 

even disagreeing with or disregarding what I’m talking about, I want you to think about the 

impact your current operating procedure is having on your life – now and in the future – if you 

refuse to change. 

 

It’s much easier to be bitter than it is to be better … isn’t it? When that scales go the wrong 

way, it’s easier to get bitter and give up than it is to get better and work harder … which one 

will give you the result you want? When distractions consistently take you away from something 

you’re working on, it’s easier to blame than get up earlier, 

re-prioritise and make it happen … which will move you 

forward in life? It’s easier to believe someone when they 

put you down than it is to believe in yourself, be strong 

and do it anyway … what would you rather? It’s often 

easier to get angry at someone and harbour resentment 

than it is to decide to suck-it-up, work harder on yourself 

and get better … can I suggest you choose the latter?  

 

Please learn this lesson now before you regret saying or doing something through anger 

bitterness or resentment. You and I can’t change what has happened but we can change what 

will create our future destiny. It was bitterness and resentment that ended my professional 

football career, after I read in the newspaper one Saturday morning that I had been sacked. I 

chose to be bitter rather than to get better. The result … when I finally realised the error of my 

judgement, I was too old and any chances of pursuing a professional playing career were gone. I 

use this example often, because it’s a powerful lesson and I want to help you to avoid making 

the same mistake. 

 

Okay, so I want to challenge you for the week. Whenever something happens that leads you 

down a path where the easiest and instantly gratifying option is to have a tantrum, blame 

someone else, get angry, start resenting or be bitter … take a different 

path.  Choose, instead, the path of self-improvement. Make the decision 

to forgive when forgiving seems illogical. Be the bigger person and allow 

the other person to save face. Be bold in the face of criticism and fear. 

Be strong and determined when all seems hopeless. In all situations, 

where you have the choice … be better instead of bitter!  
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